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Why are Obasan products Unique:;? :t 
- 100% Natural Ingredients 
- 1 00% Eco Friendly ~ 
- Luxury product at affordable price 
- Industrial Quality Strength 
- Biodegradable, Photo-Degradable 
- Non Flammable 
- Recyclable 
-Water base 
- Infant Safe 

Obasan uses states of the art chemistry by 
formulating a pipe declogger using 100% Food 
Grade Ingredients. It not only unclog but also 
disinfect and deodorise. The effectiveness is 
undoubted as increasing number of plumber 
have switch from traditional method to just 
pouring Obasan pipe declogger. 
Accordingly to Fengshui Master of Japan, 
clogged drainage depletes finance, health, 
aspirations, travel, clog sinuses, and simply 
wreak havoc in general. 
Unique points that stand out from other 
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Obasan Pipe Declogger (230gm) 
- 100% food grade ingredients 
- Deodorize, Disinfect 

Main active Ingredient &~ 
Azadirachta Indica (Highly Concentrated Neem Oil) 

What is neem oil? ,A 
It's an evergreen tree which is endemic to the 
Indian Subcontinent. It is imposed mainly of 
triglycerides and contains many triterpenoid 
compounds and it is hydrophobic in nature. 

Obasan Bedbug, Flea and Tick (245ml) 
- Lavender Fragrance 
- Best protection for all pets, direct spray 

onto all pets including dogs and cats 
- Effectively repel and exterminates 

Bedbug, Flea & Ticks 
- Recommended by veterinarian 
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Obasan Termite (245ml) 
- Orange Fragrance 
- Repel and exterminate 

drywood termites 
- Excellent residual effect to 

prevent infestation 

Obasan Bedbug (245ml) 
- Peppermint Fragrance 
- Effectively Repel and Exterminate Bedbug 
- Recommended to spray along luggage zip 

before travel 
- Water based solution, spray on mattress, 

sofa, curtains 
- Non staining and dry up as fast as water 

after spraying 
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Obasan Mosquito (245ml) & (30ml) 
- Lavender fragrance 
- Safe to use on skins without irritation 
- Suitable for indoor and outdoor use 

Obasan Lizard (245ml) 
- Orange Fragrance 
- Spray along lizard travelled 

tracks for repel purpose 
- Cover wide area effectively 

Obasan Cockroach and Ants (245m I) 
- Peppermint Fragrance 
- Spray on areas where the cockroach and 
ants appears 

- Spray on table leg to prevent cockroach 
and ants from having negative idea on 
your food 

Obasan range of product is 1 00% Eco-friendly. Adopting state 
of the art technology in the 21st century to formulate 1ts product 
range. All products are formulated in Japan by a renowned 
retired chemist and repacked in Singapore. Adopting the 
philosophy of Natural VS Natural to repel and exterminate 
undesired pests and reptile around us but will not harm the 
environment norJou and your love one. It consists of a mixture 
of sophisticate Japan Organic Botanic extract and 
concentrated perfumer grade fragrance to achieve the perfect 
repellent and exterminator. 

Fomulated in Japan 
Re-packed in Singapore 
Distributed By: Winghorse Enterprise (www.winghorsegroup.com) 
Hotline: +65 6246 31l17 
For more product information please visit www.ecosafepestcontrols.com 


